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Designers and Their Clients:
an Anthropological View.

This paper will use examples from research in Australia and the United Kingdom
to highlight the relationships between designers and clients. These relationships
are sometimes difficult, balancing the needs of both parties can pose challenges for
all involved. For example creative freedom can be constrained by financial
considerations. For the designer creative freedom can be the most important factor
in a job, however for a client, coming in on budget and market effectiveness are
more likely to be valued. Salaman mentions sources of intrinsic satisfaction for
architects, in a survey of 51 practitioners 63.46% mentioned creativity of work and
the opportunity to use design skills as an important source of satisfaction. This
factor’s importance can be gauged by the gap between it and the next most popular
response, which was variety of work, with 19.23%. In response to questions aimed at
discovering restricting factors in their professional practice, regulatory considerations
and interference from clients rated equally at 23.8% (Salaman 1974 p. 67).
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As part of a sociological study of the design industry a significant body of
information has been gathered that illuminates these relationships. This research
adopted an anthropological approach to the subject, drawing on the grounded
theory methodology (Glaser 1992).
There has been very little sociological work on design and designers. Design is a
legitimate field of study within the sociology of work discipline, however research in
this field is hard to find. Some specific work on designers has been carried out by
social researchers including Monique Vervaeque (1993) and an investigation into the
social standing of designers by Whitfield and Chung (1998). There is some work by
sociologists in related media fields such as television. There is a body of work in
Architecture, especially by Dana Cuff (1992). Cuff writes that ‘In the negotiations
between architects and their clients, as in any negotiation, an underlying
consideration is control over knowledge and information’ (Cuff 1992 p.38). Cuff, in
her investigation into architectural practices, found that architects use a mystification
of the architectural process when dealing with clients; ‘architects employ mysterious
justifications like the art defense and scientific justifications like the analogous
structural defense as means to withhold information from clients’ (ibid). Designers
interviewed in this project also valued the status of expert in their negotiations with
clients. One of the effects of the advent of computer-based design technologies may
be that this status is challenged. Design activities, such as typesetting, coordinating
colour schemes, and page layout, now appear more transparent than they did before
the advent of computer design programs.
The findings of this research suggest that design and design education need to
consider the designer/client relationship as a vital element in the process of design
and to develop a more enlightened approach to the relationship.
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Designers and their clients: an anthropological view
Design, as a service industry, frequently requires a direct engagement with
clients. This is particularly so with small design partnerships and in the case
of a freelancing sole trader. Where a designer is employed by a large
advertising agency it is more likely that contact with a client will be reserved
for the account executive, otherwise known as the ‘suit’. [The term ‘suit’
denotes the formality of the public face of the agency, in contrast to the
informal dress codes of the art room] Whatever the circumstance, the client is
an important figure for a designer. The client provides work, but also often
produces restrictions on a designer’s activities; this can lead to a love/hate
relationship between designer and client. Creative freedom is seen by most
designers as an imperative, it conforms to Maslow’s ‘self actualisation’ level of
the hierarchy of needs (acel-team.com 2000), clients sometimes impinge
upon this freedom and impose design ideas of their own or demand changes
in the designers proposals. As a student in design school we were taught to
‘do what the client wants, but also to provide the designer’s version’. It was
implied that the client’s version was probably not as good as that produced by
the designer, and that clients had to be educated to understand good design.
Richard Buchanan describes design problems as ‘wicked problems using
Rittel’s definition: a"class of social system problems which are ill-formulated,
where the information is confusing, where there are many clients and decision
makers with conflicting values, and where the ramifications in the whole
system are thoroughly confusing.” (Buchanan 1992 p. 15)
Buchanan points to the indeterminate nature of design, he highlights the fact
that, apart from the most basic design problem, there is no easily defined
determined path to follow. This makes it difficult for a designer both to
articulate and to justify their solutions, creating the conditions for a miss match
between designers and clients expectations.
A survey of users of design services (Soutar, Sears & Price 1995) provides
some evidence that this dissonance may be a significant factor in the
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relationship between designer and client. The researchers concluded that
client satisfaction with design services was far from universal:
Despite this positive aspect of the survey, it is important to recognise
that most of the sample were not fully persuaded by their experiences
and were not committed to the use of professional design in the future.
Indeed, if negative experiences reduce the likelihood of diffusion,
designers need to understand why 14 percent of the sample was
disenchanted with their design experiences.
Soutar Seares & Price 1995 p. 16
Very little has been written about this relationship in the design area, but there
has been some research on architects and their relationships with clients.
Architects are also a class of designer, and the profession places a high value
on design. Cuff writes that ‘In the negotiations between architects and their
clients, as in any negotiation, an underlying consideration is control over
knowledge and information’ (Cuff 1992 p.38). Cuff, in her investigation into
architectural practices, found that architects use a mystification of the
architectural process when dealing with clients ‘architects employ mysterious
justifications like the art defense and scientific justifications like the analogous
structural defense as means to withhold information from clients’ (ibid). They
rely on the clients lack of confidence in these areas to lead the client in the
direction they wish to go. Designers interviewed in this project also valued the
status of expert in their negotiations with clients.
For the designer creative freedom can be the most important factor in a job,
however for a client, coming in on budget and market effectiveness are more
likely to be valued. Salaman mentions sources of intrinsic satisfaction for
architects, in a survey of 51 practitioners 63.46% mentioned creativity of work
and the opportunity to use design skills as an important source of satisfaction.
This factor’s importance can be gauged by the gap between it and the next
most popular response, which was variety of work, with 19.23%. In response
to questions aimed at discovering restricting factors in their professional
practice, regulatory considerations and interference from clients rated equally
at 23.8% (Salaman 1974 p. 67)
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Architects surveyed mentioned interference by clients as a restriction to their
work:
‘One architect was quite blunt about his problems. He said: 'There's
only one thing wrong with this work—clients.’ …. In a survey of British
architects Abrams found that 91 per cent of the sample thought that the
general level of design in this country was bad or indifferent, and twothirds blamed the client for this.
Salaman 1974 p. 72
The underlying causes for this tension between designer/architect and client
would appear to include a struggle for authority in the design based
disciplines. It is possible that the values held by the designer about what is
‘good design’ are not easily conveyed to the client, this can lead to a lack of
sense of authority. The designer becomes frustrated that the values he or
she holds are not shared by the client, that the client doesn’t understand
‘good design’.
Cuff suggests that ‘a view of practice as a series of dialectical dualities is an
apt model’ (cuff 1992 p. 11). Dualities recognized by Cuff in the practice of
architecture can also be discerned in the design industry. They include the
dissonance between the notion of a designer as an autonomous artist, and
the reality that the practice frequently requires the input of a team of people.
The typical model for design education has been one where a student works
on their own projects and, in some environments, jealously guard their ideas,
encouraging the notion of designer as autonomous creative. A second
dialectic involves the notion of design against business or art versus
management. ‘It’s in the architectural office. While practitioners recognize the
inescapable links between the two, it is by no means a happy marriage.’ (ibid)
Further dualities inherent in the architectural profession, which also relate to
the design industry, include comparisons between educational settings and
office practice, these are the primary social settings for architects and
designers. These are the places where their professional ideologies are
developed. “The umbrella under which all these dilemmas collect is a broader
contrast between beliefs and practice, or ideology and action. That
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discrepancy, which every architectural student confronts in her or his first job,
persists within the culture of practice.” Cuff 1992 p. 11
Donald Schon describes the suspension of disbelief needed to become a
good student of design:
…the design student knows she needs to look for something but does
not know what that something is.… It has to be a kind of contract
between the two. The teacher must be open to challenge and must be
able to defend his position. The student, in turn, must be willing to
suspend his disbelief, to give the teacher's suggestion a chance—to try
the suggestion out. The student must be willing to trust that the faculty
member has a programmatic intention which will be preempted or
ruined by his requiring full justification and explanation before anything
is done.... A good student is capable of the willing suspension of
disbelief.
Schon 1986 pp. 83-94
This situation would appear to explain a great deal about the relationship
between designer and client, it is extremely unlikely that a client, whose
intentions in dealing with a designer are business oriented, will be as willing to
‘suspend disbelief’. Dana Cuff also discusses the sense of mystery that
architects sometimes generate in dealing with clients, part of the mystery
pertains to what she calls the ‘art defense’, in which architects assume an
artist's role as a means to retain autonomy and escape judgment: "ln the role
of the artist, the architect has a right to deal in mystery, in subjective truth. He
has the artist's right to complete autonomy, to change his mind at whim, to be
free of anyone's judgment but his own inner lights" (Cuff 1992 p. 37). The
NextD organization call this the ‘magic wand’ approach to designing (NextD
2004)
These relationships on their own are sufficiently difficult, but become
potentially even more complex when dealing with committees of clients and/or
teams of designers. Cuff mentions some of the problems: ‘Their clients were
even more startling; often they were committees, actively involved in the
design enterprise and apparently in charge of it. When the architects and
clients got together, it was hard to follow the thread of their conversation; they
left meetings with no more decisions made than at the outset.’ (Cuff 1992 p.
4).
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It is worth considering the trajectory of this way of working, perhaps design
needs to be aware of the potential hazards of not communicating effectively
and articulating clearly, just what it is that it does. Possibly because of an
emphasis on design in the education system above such topics as
management, negotiation and other soft skills of communication, the design
professional is forced to carry on business in a common sense manner,
without a clear understanding of either their own discipline or their clients’
needs. “The architect finds it difficult to explain how to persuade a client,
recognize an acceptable compromise, work within the budget—these are
things you ‘just do’” (Cuff 1992 p. 5)
The theme of educating the client is one which emerges frequently in
interviews with designers, this is not to imply that the designer always
attempts to convince a client of a series of facts or myths which may only be a
product of the designers ideological make up. In many cases this process is a
way of convincing the client that the designer has valuable insights that will
achieve the client’s objectives in an efficient and economical manner. As an
interviewed designer puts it: “This is how you cook a frog, you put them in
cold water and turn up the heat, you don’t throw them straight into the hot
water because they will jump straight out again” (Designer 1). This was said
in the context of how a designer should approach the education of a client, it
implies that designers will not necessarily get a client to adopt their approach
if they provide them with a finished product which conforms to the designers
taste and style. It is also important that the client is ready for the designers
solution. “it is the same with people… you’ve got to warm them up”(op. Cit.).
The designer sees that the client needs to be warmed to his ideas. Designers
frequently see the education of the client as an important part of their work.
Its an interactive thing the clients hopefully learn from the exercise as
they go through developing products they learn from the expertise
they bring in from designers and other people and hopefully all the
other experts learn as they go along too because you always discover
new things on any job and the environment changes too (Designer 2
1997)
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Many designers have been content to present a finished design solution and
to persuade the client of its efficacy. Design education has in the past
emphasised project presentation and the traditional studio model of design
education relies on criticism sessions, where students have to present and
sell their ideas. "The jury system nevertheless survives because it achieves
results that would be otherwise impossible to obtain: it simulates to some
extent the reality of making presentations in practice" (Anthony, 1991 p. 29).
Presentations to the client are a key tool for many design practices that
emphasise the finished product of design rather than the process. Other
designers are more anxious to engage clients in the process of design:
"When I first started out you worked for small companies or one man
bands who would say Hey! we need a logo, we need a brochure or
whatever, you would say well here is what we need to do in order to do
that, here are some steps we need to go through …. Because the
process was kind of new to these people you were able to say well this
is how you have to do it and they would go, oh OK, lets do that so there
was an advantage of being out of their field, they weren’t used to
dealing with these kind of people and if a client said to us, well, I don’t
want to go down the process, I’ll shortcut all that and just come to an
answer and it has happened many times you say well look, that's not
how I work I’ll give you a name of someone who might do it that way
and send them off. (Designer 3 1997)

In traditional design education as discussed by Anthony (1991) and others
such as Swann (2000) the presentation stage is an important part of the
design process, this is the stage where a weak solution can be made to seem
credible by a skilled presenter. This is important when so much of a design
solution can be intangible to a non designer, relying very much on the tacit
knowledge shared by the design community. This disparity of knowledge
sometimes requires a leap of faith on behalf of the client; "as far as clients go
its that blend of being able to achieve what they think they want and being
able to stretch that into something they didn’t imagine and then them having
the trust to actually go with it" (Designer 1 1997).
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The relationship between client and designer usually comes down to finances.
Ultimately the designer relies on the client to make money, this is a clearly
defined power relationship and perhaps the designer's use of the mysteries
and special nature of the design process are a way of balancing this
relationship. “so the process is roughly the same, the scale of the projects
has grown and so I guess some clients are more influential in the office than
others, primarily because they pay more money than others do so they say
jump and we all jump pretty high.” (Designer 3 1997)
In the context of the development of a design culture in Western Australia
there has been a changing relationship between designers and clients, in the
1980s, when design became established as a specialist area outside the
advertising agencies and printing firms, neither party fully understood the
needs of the other. Pioneers of the design consultancy industry had to work
at developing these relationships with clients through a shared experience of
working through design projects. “As far as demands of the clients go I think
that has had a huge effect on what we have done. We were few in numbers
and with very little historic background, virtually none, certainly with no
perception in our minds of clients as to what this thing was about. Everything
was an uphill struggle in terms of them understanding what they might need it
for”.(Designer 4 1997)
The following examples are taken from a workshop held with a group of 32
students at a UK design school in 2000. They demonstrate that the students
involved, mostly first and second year graphic design students, have formed
strong opinions on clients and where they might fit in the world of design. The
workshop was run using a ‘card sort’ technique, this allowed participants to
provide comments anonymously. The comments were written on sticky notes
and clustered by participants. The three clusters were then labelled; Money,
Pain and Acceptance to reflect the themes suggested by the comments.
What are your views on clients?
Money
Pounds with legs; Saviours of my bank account but just another part of
business that you have to deal with; Clients are handy; They pay the bills;
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Clients give me some! So they can pay me and let me use my ideas; Clients
mean work and work means money – simple;
Pain
Clients can be a pain in the bum!; Need them like a hole in my head; Pain in
the ****; Clients are a pain in the backside, but they pay the money; I feel you
should have a good level of communication, but they limit your creativity;
clients are never happy with what you’ve done; Clients are always right
because they will eventually pay me; Clients Keep on coming back with
changes; + 15 similar comments.
Acceptance
Clients can be anyone; They provide a designer with the brief, the boundaries
which the end product must adhere to, without these boundaries we would be
fine artists; Important – wouldn’t have work without them; Doing design since I
was 14, clients are people you work for; ‘Clients’ have always enjoyed
meeting people, can work to clients ‘brief’.
It is clear from these comments that there are entrenched negative attitudes
towards clients, even among undergraduate students whose experience of
professional design activity is limited.
It would appear that the design disciplines have not yet developed a
sufficiently user centred approach to practice. The question is ‘can it survive
without it”
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